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What is typography? History
Typography (from the Greek words τύπος (typos) = form and γραφή (graphe) = 
writing) is the art and technique of arranging type in order to make language visible. 
The arrangement of type involves the selection of typefaces, point size, line length, 
leading (line spacing), adjusting the spaces between groups of letters (tracking) 
and adjusting the space between pairs of letters (kerning). Type design is a closely 
related craft, which some consider distinct and others a part of typography; most 
typographers do not design typefaces, and some type designers do not consider 
themselves typographers. In modern times, typography has been put into motion—in 
film, television and online broadcasts—to add emotion to mass communication.

Typography is performed by typesetters, compositors, typographers, graphic designers, 
art directors, comic book artists, graffiti artists, clerical workers, and anyone else 
who arranges type for a product. Until the Digital Age, typography was a specialized 
occupation. Digitization opened up typography to new generations of visual designers 
and lay users, and it has been said that “typography is now something everybody does.”

Typography traces its origins to the first punches and dies used to make seals 
and currency in ancient times. The typographical principle, that is the creation 
of a complete text by reusing identical characters, was first realized in the 
Phaistos Disc, an enigmatic Minoan print item from Crete, Greece, which 
dates between 1850 and 1600 BC. It has been put forward that Roman lead 
pipe inscriptions were created by movable type printing, but this view has been 
recently dismissed by the German typographer Herbert Brekle.

The essential criterion of type identity was met by medieval print artifacts such 
as the Latin Pruefening Abbey inscription of 1119 that was created by the same 
technique as the Phaistos disc. In the northern Italian town of Cividale, there is 
a Venetian silver retable from ca. 1200, which was printed with individual letter 
punches.The same printing technique can apparently be found in 10th to 12th 
century Byzantine staurotheca and lipsanotheca. Individual letter tiles where 
the words are formed by assembling single letter tiles in the desired order were 
reasonably widespread in medieval Northern Europe.

Modern movable type, along with the mechanical printing press, was invented 
in mid-15th century Europe by the German goldsmith Johannes Gutenberg. 
His type pieces from a lead-based alloy suited printing purposes so well that 
the alloy is still used today. Gutenberg developed specialized techniques for 
casting and combining cheap copies of letterpunches in the vast quantities 
required to print multiple copies of texts. This technical breakthrough was 
instrumental in starting the Printing Revolution.
Typography with movable type was separately invented in 11th-century China. 
Metal type was first invented in Korea during the Goryeo Dynasty around 
1230. Both hand printing systems, however, were only sporadically used and 
discontinued after the introduction of Western lead type and the printing press.

Text Typography Color
In traditional typography, text is composed to create a readable, coherent, and 
visually satisfying whole that works invisibly, without the awareness of the 
reader. Even distribution of typeset material, with a minimum of distractions 
and anomalies, is aimed at producing clarity and transparency.

Choice of typeface(s) is the primary aspect of text typography—prose 
fiction, non-fiction, editorial, educational, religious, scientific, spiritual and 
commercial writing all have differing characteristics and requirements of 
appropriate typefaces and fonts. For historic material established text typefaces 
are frequently chosen according to a scheme of historical genre acquired by a 
long process of accretion, with considerable overlap between historical periods.

Contemporary books are more likely to be set with state-of-the-art seriffed 
“text romans” or “book romans” with design values echoing present-day design 
arts, which are closely based on traditional models such as those of Nicolas 
Jenson, Francesco Griffo (a punchcutter who created the model for Aldine 
typefaces), and Claude Garamond. With their more specialized requirements, 
newspapers and magazines rely on compact, tightly fitted seriffed text fonts 
specially designed for the task, which offer maximum flexibility, readability 
and efficient use of page space. Sans serif text fonts are often used for 
introductory paragraphs, incidental text and whole short articles. A current 
fashion is to pair sans-serif type for headings with a high-performance seriffed 
font of matching style for the text of an article.

Typography is modulated by orthography and linguistics, word structures, 
word frequencies, morphology, phonetic constructs and linguistic syntax. 
Typography is also subject to specific cultural conventions. For example, in 
French it is customary to insert a non-breaking space before a colon (:) or 
semicolon (;) in a sentence, while in English it is not.

In typography, color is the overall density of the ink on the page, 

determined mainly by the typeface, but also by the word spacing, leading 

and depth owwwwf the margins.[18] Text layout, tone or color of set 

matter, and the interplay of text with white space of the page and other 

graphic elements combine to impart a “feel” or “resonance” to the 

subject matter. With printed media typographers are also concerned 

with binding margins, paper selection and printing methods.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typography
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Myriad is a humanist and sans-serif font family that was released 
in 1992. It is a very clean and easy-to-read typeface. Due to these 
characteristics, it has become popular in text and print. Myriad is 
used extensively by Apple.

Robert Slimbach joined Adobe Systems in 1987 and his typo-
graphic designs have won awards. He is known as the creator of   
Utopia (1988) and Adobe Garamond (1989).

Carol Twombly started working at Adobe in 1988 as a typeface 
designer. She has also won many awards for her designs, and has 
created twelve font families during her time at Adobe. She is 
known for Trajan (1989) and Adobe Caslon (1990).
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is a typeface that I love & HATE
not because of its usage but of
but of the individualletters

Condensed 36 pt.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
Bold Condensed 36 pt

myriad
Bold Italic 120 pt.

Italic 22 pt. Semibold 72 pt.

Condensed Italic 24 pt.

Like the letters y and z
Bold Condensed Italic 18 pt.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Semibold Italic 170 pt.

Bold 48 pt.

Regular 48 pt.
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What is a bitmap font?

In computer graphics, a bitmap or pixmap is a type of 
memory organization or image file format used to store 
digital images. The term bitmap comes from the computer 
programming terminology, meaning just a map of bits, a 
spatially mapped array of bits. Now, along with pixmap, 
it commonly refers to the similar concept of a spatially 
mapped array of pixels. Raster images in general may be 
referred to as bitmaps or pixmaps, whether synthetic or 
photographic, in files or memory.

In certain contexts, the term bitmap implies one bit per 
pixel, while pixmap is used for images with multiple bits per 
pixel.
Many graphical user interfaces use bitmaps in their built-in 
graphics subsystems; for example, the Microsoft Windows 
and OS/2 platforms’ GDI subsystem, where the specific 
format used is the Windows and OS/2 bitmap file format, 
usually named with the file extension of .BMP (or .DIB 
for device-independent bitmap). Besides BMP, other file 
formats that store literal bitmaps include InterLeaved 
Bitmap (ILBM), Portable Bitmap (PBM), X Bitmap (XBM), 
and Wireless Application Protocol Bitmap (WBMP). 
Similarly, most other image file formats, such as JPEG, 
TIFF, PNG, and GIF, also store bitmap images (as opposed 
to vector graphics), but they are not usually referred to as 
bitmaps, since they use compressed formats internally.

Bitmaps
I wanted to create my own typeface that 
would be used in my personal logo.  The first 
thing I did was create my 
two initials using Illustrator. After a couple 
of revisions, I created the entire typeface. 
I really liked the look of the font and the 
strangeness that it captures. I wanted the logo 
to have a distinct but digital feel, so I made 
the two, mechanical-arm like structures. I 
wanted to emphasize the technological feel 
by adding a gray rounded box with a digital 
clock-style background.

Below are some real-world examples of bit-
map fonts and even computer graphics. 

.bitmaps
are for real men

Pixel storage

In typical uncompressed bitmaps, image pixels are generally stored with 

a color depth of 1, 4, 8, 16, 24, 32, 48, or 64 bits per pixel. Pixels of 8 

bits and fewer can represent either grayscale or indexed color. An alpha 

channel (for transparency) may be stored in a separate bitmap, where it 

is similar to a greyscale bitmap, or in a fourth channel that, for example, 

converts 24-bit images to 32 bits per pixel.

The bits representing the bitmap pixels may be packed or unpacked 

(spaced out to byte or word boundaries), depending on the format 

or device requirements. Depending on the color depth, a pixel in the 

picture will occupy at least n/8 bytes, where n is the bit depth.

For an uncompressed, packed within rows, bitmap, such as is stored in 

Microsoft DIB or BMP file format, or in uncompressed TIFF format, a 

lower bound on storage size for a n-bit-per-pixel (2n colors) bitmap, in 

bytes, can be calculated as:

size = width • height • n/8, where height and width are given in pixels.

In the formula above, header size and color palette size, if any, are not 

included. Due to effects of row padding to align each row start to a 

storage unit boundary such as a word, additional bytes may be needed.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bitmap

BMP File Format

Microsoft has defined a particular representation 
of color bitmaps of different color depths, as an 
aid to exchanging bitmaps between devices and 
applications with a variety of internal represen-
tations. They called these device-independent 
bitmaps or DIBs, and the file format for them is 
called DIB file format or BMP file format. Ac-
cording to Microsoft support.

A device-independent bitmap (DIB) is a format 
used to define device-independent bitmaps in 
various color resolutions. The main purpose of 
DIBs is to allow bitmaps to be moved from one 
device to another (hence, the device-independent 
part of the name). A DIB is an external format, in 
contrast to a device-dependent bitmap, which ap-
pears in the system as a bitmap object (created by 
an application...). A DIB is normally transported 
in metafiles (usually using the StretchDIBits() 
function), BMP files, and the Clipboard (CF_DIB 
data format).

Here, “device independent” refers to the format, 
or storage arrangement, and should not be con-
fused with device-independent color.
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The first bitmap font that I created. This was the fourth assignment in 
my Advanced Graphic Design class. The first step was drawing this 
font on a piece of graph paper. After that, I reproduced the same style 
in Illustrator.

Bitmap

Type crimesOther bitmap projects
These are the type crimes that I have found in my junk mail, 
internet and other sources. The following examples were found 
during the  2012 Spring semester. 

Although this wasn’t an exact bitmap project, I did decide to go with 
an old-school video game theme. The game that this poster was 
inspired by is called Space Invaders; I really like the way this project 
turned out.

Video Game Connections
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NOTE:
The amazing huge Space Invaders represent my favorite consoles in 
terms of games available and fondest memories. They are, in my 
opinion, the guardians of the video game industry. 
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Type crimesType crimes:  Negative
These are the type crimes that I have found in 
my junk mail, internet and other sources. The 
following examples were found during the  2012 
Spring semester. 

Using a script font in a small size
Bad tracking

Windows
Gradient used in font, ugly
Centering

Fight for Sasabe
Bad Centering

Found on: http://media.mlive.com/news_impact/photo/100909-
screamingsign-hmed-6agrid-4x2jpg-ae6a59bac8f1616b_large.jpg

Geocities
- Distorted type

Found on: http://t1.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcQGBa1rv
oesyl8rt_ta3DlsihAqc469O3TftecHvuvm2kqDuAQKOQ

Screaming Children
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Type crimesType crimes:  Positive
These are examples of things that are not type 
crimes but the opposite. 
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Progressive Variable 6
This was the sixth week of the Progressive Variable project 
for the International Fair at CSUSM. I had the idea of 
making a Mondrian composition for the poster.

Progressive Variable 7
This is was the second poster for the seventh week. The 
thme that I wanted for this version was a digital clock. In a 
way, this book, and my logo, is a combination of these two 
progressive variable posters.

Type crimesBest work
These are the type crimes that I have found in my junk 
mail, internet and other sources. The following examples 
were found during the  2012 Spring semester. 

annual international fair

library plaza
5 11

april

am 2

pm csusm

10th

sponsored by:
a co-curricular funding award,
office of global education, 
asi and sll

poster designed by:
kevin o’neil

thursday

10 th
annual

annual international fair

5 th april thursday

11
2

am

pm

library plaza

Poster designed by:
Kevin O’Neil

Sponsored by:
 A Co-Curricular Funding Award,

Office of Global Education,
ASI and SLL

csusm
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Calendar
These are the type crimes that I have found in my junk mail, 
internet and other sources. The following examples were 
found during the  2012 Springsemester. 
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my favorite colors are:

yea
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artist 
is what I want to and I am still working towrds a career

I was born in germany in 1989; however,

I do not remember much bec and I 

I was told that I did learn a little bit

of german for the two years that 

I lived there. I was a quiet child

according to my parents. M

My father was in the military
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video games are, perhaps, the most important in�uence of my life as far as my career goes. i have played so many video games that i cannot count them.

i may be only 22 years old but I have a lot of experience living in other countries. i have lived in japan, spain and even mexico.

�lms have also had a lot of in�uence  on my life and career aspirations. movies like pulp �ction and others have indeed intersted me.

it was a di�cult to live in a di�erent country  but i have learned a lot.

Facts at Hand
For this project, we had to take a photograph of our hands 
and organize information into a list. This is the second 
iteration of the design, and I believe it turned out much better 
than the first one.
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IDON’T
WANT

to set

FIRE
the

   w
or ld
on

-Ink Spots
194 1

Quote Interpretation
In this assignment, we had to intrepret a quote. I chose to 
make one of the song “I Don’t Want to Set the World on Fire” 
by the Ink Spots. I decided to design this with a retro or old 
school theme.

Space and Meaning
For this assignment, we had to use pick words and use 
typography to express and represent them. I chose “up”, “key” 
and “disbelief ” and other words. Key was my favorite out of 
all of these. 

dis  belief

eykup
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Letter/Digit Combos
These were my favorites from the Letter/Digit Combinations 
assignment. I like how the letter and the digit in the top 
example can create two letters; it can also be read as one. I also 
like the bottom example due to the same reason. 

Not For Sale
These are other projects that I worked on during the semester 
that I believe had a strong message or were fun assignments. 
The “Not For Sale” sign is one of the most informative and 
strongest designs that I created. 

5S
P3 NOT

FOR SALE I AM A HUMAN. I SHOULD NOT BE FOR SALE. I AM UNIQUE.
I HAVE FEELINGS. I HAVE A FAMILY. I HAVE RIGHTS. 
I HAVE EMOTIONS. I HAVE WANTS. I WANT TO LIVE.
I WANT TO MAKE A CHOICE. 
I WANT TO BE FREE.

There are more than 27 million slaves in the world.
Everyday, children are sold into slavery; however, you can stop this crime.

To help stop this horrible crime, visit our website at www.notforsaleantislavery.org

The slave trade is BIGGER than ever.

NOT FOR SALE
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